
Figure 2. Participant cohorts in the LC G&M Summer Project, broken down (when known or determinable) by source of financial support. Years with no Project are omitted; blank bars indicate a Project occurred that year, but no participant count was available.
Figure 3. Map showing the locations of the home institutions, where known, of all Summer Project participants. Color-coding indicates an institution’s first known participation in the Project; circle size corresponds with an institution’s number of known participants.

Figure 4. Duplicates selection area at the LC G&M Division. Images by Kimberly Kowal (2003, 14–16), used with permission.
Figure 5. Examples of stamps on Library of Congress duplicate (and triplicate) maps from the Penn State University Libraries collection.

Figure 6. Year-by-year totals, where known, of duplicate items in any known formats distributed by the Division via the Summer Project. Years with no summer project are omitted; blank bars indicate a summer project occurred that year, but no count of materials distributed was available.
Figure 7. Cumulative total of duplicate items distributed by the Division via the Special Maps Processing Project. Years with no summer project are omitted; blank bars indicate a summer project occurred that year, but no count of materials distributed was available.
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Figure 8. Project participants who later joined the Library of Congress staff: (from left) Allen Wayner, Peter Stark, Ronald Grim, Kathryn Engstrom, Juan-Carlos Vega, and Richard Fox. Wayner and Stark were Anglo-American Acquisitions Division staff; the others (along with James Flatness, not pictured) were in the Geography and Map Division. Photo by Gary Fitzpatrick; originally accompanied Kearns’ (2001) *Library of Congress Information Bulletin* article.
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